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description: who survives the traumatic experience of witnessing a plane crash? passenger
jeroen pareer, who was on his honeymoon in vanuatu, tells how, in an instant, he became

part of a unique environment, where he lived a life that he will never forget. an unforgettable
element in his story? that aside, is it possible to turn a regular crash into a near-perfect day?
just read this book and find out! passenger jeroen pareer - his honeymoon story guest jeroen

pareer - his honeymoon story john burke - author of extraordinary's editor john burke still
filming! those "inimitable moments" have become some of the most breathtaking scenes
ever shot, for film or television, and extraordinary is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to

witness what happened to some of the people involved. an offbeat, inspired and inspirational
travelogue, extraordinary is a moving story of people in the moments before and after
events that changed their lives forever. passenger jeroen pareer - his honeymoon story

guest jeroen pareer - his honeymoon story john burke - author of extraordinary's editor john
burke still filming! the world of travel documentary production with john burke - the travel
documentary producer john burke the production manager tom field the cinematographer
gavin armstrong the videographer luke gittings scene & steadicam reportage director john

burke extraordinary is a production company and a film production service, based in london.
it began its journey in 2004 and believes that it is now at the cutting-edge of documentary
production. it has created the few films that are exploring the world in the vivid detail and
depth that it should be seen in, such as traffic jam and the uber life of nik mero and lost

dreams. passenger jeroen pareer - his honeymoon story guest jeroen pareer - his
honeymoon story john burke - author of extraordinary's editor john burke still filming!
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